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The New Particle Landscape

14 June 2021 Feng 16

HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:

➢ ATLAS and CMS detectors are designed to find new heavy particles which are produced almost at rest and decay isotropically
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SEARCHES FOR NEW LIGHT PARTICLES
• If new particles are light and weakly interacting, existing LHC detectors are 

perfectly designed NOT to see them.

• Existing detectors are designed to find new heavy particles.  These 
particles are produced almost at rest and decay isotropically.

• But new light particles are mainly produced in the decays of light particles: 
p, h, K, D and B mesons.  These are mainly produced along the beamline, 
and so the new particles disappear through the holes that let the beams in.

• Clearly we need a detector to exploit the “wasted” sinel ~ 100 mb and cover 
these “blind spots” in the forward region.  If we go far enough away, the 
proton beams are bent by magnets (it’s a circular collider!), whereas the 
new light particles will go straight.

➢ We need a detector to cover the blind spots in the forward region

➢ New light particles are mainly produced along the beamline and so new particles disappear through the holes that let the beams in



The Thermal Relic Landscape
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:
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THE THERMAL RELIC LANDSCAPE
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Long Lived Particles
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:
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• The advent of dark sectors, along with axion-like particles, light gauge 
bosons, etc., has highlighted a new class of LLPs. Consider a neutral 
particle with energy E ~ TeV, mass m ~ 100 MeV, coupling ε ~ 10-5 .

LIGHT LLP DECAYS

Velocity near the 
speed of light

Rest lifetime enhanced by 
small mass, small ε

Lifetime further enhanced 
by time dilation

• It passes through matter essentially without 
interacting: radiation length is (10 cm) ε-2  ~ 109 m, 
the distance to the moon! 

• It may decay to visible particles, but only after 
traveling a long distance.   
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:

The ForwArd Search ExpeRiment (FASER)

A. Di Crescenzo 
CERN, Università Federico II and INFN

ADVANCED SND@LHC

Dark	photons
FASER

➢	The	acronym	recalls	another	marvelous	instrument		
that	harnessed	highly	collimated	par5cles		
and	was	used	to	explore	strange	new	worlds		

➢	FASER2	☛ roughly	3	orders	of	magnitude	increase	volume		
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:

How Big Does the Detector Have to Be?

✓ = 2 arctan(e�⌘) ⇠ 0.25 mrad⌘ ⇠ 9For ☛ opening angle

Most of the signal passes through one sheet of paper at 480 m



Portals
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:

➢	Dark	sectors	need	to	talk	to	us

➢	But	if	they	do	☛		what	are	the	most	likely	non-gravita5onal	interac5ons?

Organizing principle that motivates specific examples 

➢	spin-1		☛		dark	photon	

2 July 2019 Feng ‹#›

DARK PHOTON, DARK HIGGS, STERILE NUS

• This provides an organizing principle that motivates specific examples of 
new, weakly interacting light particles.  There are just a few options: 

• Spin 1 

à dark photon, couples to SM fermions with suppressed couplings 
proportional to charge: εqf.    Holdom (1986) 

• Spin 0 

à dark Higgs boson, couples to SM fermions with suppressed coupling 
proportional to mass: sin θ mf.    Patt, Wilczek (2006) 

• Spin 1/2 

à sterile neutrino, mixes with SM neutrinos with suppressed mixing sin θ.

SM Dark 
Force

SM Dark 
Scalar

SM Dark 
Fermion

➢	spin-0		☛		dark	Higgs	
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DARK PHOTON, DARK HIGGS, STERILE NUS

• This provides an organizing principle that motivates specific examples of 
new, weakly interacting light particles.  There are just a few options: 

• Spin 1 

à dark photon, couples to SM fermions with suppressed couplings 
proportional to charge: εqf.    Holdom (1986) 

• Spin 0 

à dark Higgs boson, couples to SM fermions with suppressed coupling 
proportional to mass: sin θ mf.    Patt, Wilczek (2006) 

• Spin 1/2 

à sterile neutrino, mixes with SM neutrinos with suppressed mixing sin θ.

SM Dark 
Force

SM Dark 
Scalar

SM Dark 
Fermion➢	spin-1/2		☛		sterile	neutrino	

Fµ⌫F
0µ⌫



Dark Photon Properties
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:

➢	Production		☛		through	meson	decay,	dark	bremsstrahlung...	

14 June 2021 Feng 8

• Decay: they may decay to visible particles, but only after a long time:

They are generically long-lived particles (LLPs) !  

• Consider mass mA’ ~ 1-100 MeV and coupling e ~ 10-6 - 10-3.

• Production: through meson decay, dark bremsstrahlung, ….

• Propagation: they pass through matter without interacting, and they go 
straight, unaffected by E and B fields.

DARK PHOTON PROPERTIES

p, h 
A’

g 

e 
A’e 

A’
e 

!!

!"

➢	Propagation		☛		they	pass	through	maLer	without	interac5ng
and	they	go	straight	unaffected	by	E	and	B	fields

➢	Decay		☛		they	decay	to	visible	par5cles	but	aOer	a	long	5me

PoS(EPS-HEP2021)705

FASER: Forward Search Experiment at the LHC Di Wang

1. Physics Prospects

Most LHC experiments such as CMS and ALTAS focus on heavy, strongly interacting particles,
however, no detector could be used to study light and long-lived particles. The Forward Search
Experiment(FASER) is a new and inexpensive experiment designed to search for new physics at the
LHC. For example, dark photons and axion-like particles produced in proton-proton collisions at
the ALTAS interacting point. Following proton-proton interaction, a lot of particles are produced.
The charged particles are deflected by LHC magnets. The neutral hadrons are absorbed by the LHC
infrastructure (TAS/TAN) or 100 meters of rock between the interacting point and the FASER de-
tector. The long-lived particles will pass though the LHC infrastructure and rock without interacting.

Figure 1 is the future sensitivities for searching dark photon of the FASER experiment and
other experiments. The gray-shaded regions are excluded by current experiments.

Figure 1: Plot of sensitivity.

The location of the FASER detector is TI12 side tunnel as shown in Fig.2. After being created
in ALTAS IP, the long-lived particles will travel along the beam collision axis line of sight for 480
m, and some of them will decay into visible Standard Model particles in the decay volume. To
separate the charged particle pairs and measure their momentum, we require magnetic field and
high resolution tracker as shown in Fig.3.

Figure 2: Location of the FASER detector.

2

➢	A priori 3 unknown parameters ☛	 mA0 , ✏, B(A0 ! ��̄)

mA0 < 2m�➢	Consider 2 parameter model ☛	



Dark Photon Sensitivity Reach 
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:
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LHC Neutrinos!
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:
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Jonathan Gall, FPF WorkshopFPF: NEW SHAFT AND CAVERN

• Many advantages
– Construction access far easier
– Access possible during LHC operations
– Size and length of cavern more flexible
– Designed around needs of the experiments

Design by Liam Dougherty (EN-ACE-INT)

FASER

FASER⌫

FLArE
FORMOSA

AdvSND
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Jonathan Gall, FPF WorkshopFPF: NEW SHAFT AND CAVERN

• Many advantages
– Construction access far easier
– Access possible during LHC operations
– Size and length of cavern more flexible
– Designed around needs of the experiments

Design by Liam Dougherty (EN-ACE-INT)

FLArE
FORMOSA

AdvSND

FASER2

FASER⌫2

➢	millicharged	par5cles	☛ FORMOSA

FASER   2 - AdvSND - FLArE

arXiv:2303.14185
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:

Sterile Neutrino Oscillations

➢	FLArE	sensi5ve	to	neutrino	square	mass	difference	sa5sfying	
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:

Neutrino-Modulino Oscillations

➢	Simple	construct	☛ relevant	light	scale	for	SM	singlets	is <latexit sha1_base64="mEq6IKGIGacVb9x8AJQxHsRIzY0=">AAAB7nicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4ikmrtd6KXjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlu0nY3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zSCij4YeLw3w8w8P+ZMacf5sJaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+W0WJJLRFIh7Jro8V5SykLc00p91YUix8Tjv+5Hrud+6pVCwK7/Q0pp7Ao5AFjGBtpI4YpNXTymxQKjv2ueNe1qrIsZ0MGam7lTpyc6UMOZqD0nt/GJFE0FATjpXquU6svRRLzQins2I/UTTGZIJHtGdoiAVVXpqdO0PHRhmiIJKmQo0y9ftEioVSU+GbToH1WP325uJfXi/RQd1LWRgnmoZksShIONIRmv+OhkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE20SKpoQvj5F/5N2xXZrtnt7Vm5c5XEU4BCO4ARcuIAG3EATWkBgAg/wBM9WbD1aL9bronXJymcO4Aest0/jLo9J</latexit>m3/2

and		dimensionless	coupling	constant	with	visible	maLer	is
<latexit sha1_base64="haFQ9LUKX5vDQY+Soh6rnzsK0xk=">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</latexit>

�i = ↵i
m3/2

Mp

<latexit sha1_base64="YM5TNtNx8djcFo1H7dNAMhOIUnA=">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</latexit>

m3/2 ⇠ 250 TeV ^ � ⇠ 1.7 ) �m2
41 ⇠ 2000 TeV

arXiv:2105.06197   

➢	Modulino	mass	is	generated	by	SUSY	breaking	as	the	coupling						<latexit sha1_base64="OU2A0plGi0qbVjca2WRAMDIxSVk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiRVa90V3bisYB/YhjKZTNuhk0mYmQgl9C/cuFDErX/jzr9xmkZQ0QMDh3POZe49fsyZ0o7zYRWWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eW0WJJLRFIh7Jro8V5UzQlmaa024sKQ59Tjv+5Grud+6pVCwSt3oaUy/EI8GGjGBtpLs+N9EADxgalCuOfea4F7UT5NhOhozU3WodublSgRzNQfm9H0QkCanQhGOleq4Tay/FUjPC6azUTxSNMZngEe0ZKnBIlZdmG8/QkVECNIykeUKjTP0+keJQqWnom2SI9Vj99ubiX14v0cO6lzIRJ5oKsvhomHCkIzQ/HwVMUqL51BBMJDO7IjLGEhNtSiqZEr4uRf+TdtV2a7Z7c1ppXOZ1FOEADuEYXDiHBlxDE1pAQMADPMGzpaxH68V6XUQLVj6zDz9gvX0CVPyQtA==</latexit>

�i

but	@	2nd	order	in		 <latexit sha1_base64="W9FejjJJqA3Y/bAZqWnxja3MjC4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0xarfVW9OKxgv2ANpTNdtsu3U3i7kYooX/CiwdFvPp3vPlv3KYRVPTBwOO9GWbm+RFnSjvOh5VbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7LRXGktAmCXkoOz5WlLOANjXTnHYiSbHwOW37k6u5376nUrEwuNXTiHoCjwI2ZARrI3VEP6mclGeoXyw59pnjXlQryLGdFCmpueUacjOlBBka/eJ7bxCSWNBAE46V6rpOpL0ES80Ip7NCL1Y0wmSCR7RraIAFVV6S3jtDR0YZoGEoTQUaper3iQQLpabCN50C67H67c3Fv7xurIc1L2FBFGsakMWiYcyRDtH8eTRgkhLNp4ZgIpm5FZExlphoE1HBhPD1KfqftMq2W7Xdm9NS/TKLIw8HcAjH4MI51OEaGtAEAhwe4AmerTvr0XqxXhetOSub2YcfsN4+ATsFj3M=</latexit>m3/2

<latexit sha1_base64="gfPeJ4gPu61boogYHtQLSQiv8nw=">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</latexit>

m4 ⇠ �
m2
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Mp
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Forward Strangeness Production @ LHC
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:

➢	Amount	of	forward	strangeness	produc5on	is	traced	by		ra5o	of	charged	kaons	to	pions
for	which	ra5o	of	electron	and	muon	neutrino	fluxes	is	proxy	that	will	be	measured	@	FPF	

➢	Pions	primarily	decay	into	muon	neutrinos
but	kaon	decays	lead	to	fluxes	of		electron	and	muon	neutrinos

and	so		spectral	shape	can	be	used	to	disentangle	neutrino	origin
➢	Muon	and	electron	neutrinos	with	different	parent	mesons	populate	different	energy	regions

arXiv:2105.06197   



UHECR Muon Conundrum
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:

5

erties of the air shower, we introduce an energy rescal-
ing parameter, RE , to allow for a possible shift in the
FD energy calibration, and a multiplicative rescaling of
the hadronic component of the shower by a factor Rhad.
RE rescales the total ground signal of the event approxi-
mately uniformly, while Rhad rescales only the contribu-
tion to the ground signal of inherently hadronic origin,
which consists mostly of muons. Because the EM com-
ponent of the shower is more strongly attenuated in the
atmosphere than the muonic component, and the path
length in the atmosphere varies as a function of zenith
angle, RE and Rhad can be separately determined by fit-
ting a su�ciently large sample of events covering a range
of zenith angles.

In this analysis we test the consistency of the observed
and predicted ground signal event by event, for a large
sample of events covering a wide range of Xmax and
zenith angles. By selecting simulated events which ac-
curately match the observed LP of each event, we largely
eliminate the noise from shower-to-shower fluctuations in
the ground signal due to fluctuations in Xmax, while at
the same time maximally exploiting the relative attenu-
ation of the EM and muonic components of the shower.

The LP and lateral distribution of the ground signal
of an illustrative event are shown in Fig. 1, along with a
matching proton and iron simulated event; the ground
signal size is measured in units of vertical equivalent
muons (VEM), the calibrated unit of SD signal size [13].
Figure 1 (bottom) illustrates a general feature of the
comparison between observed and simulated events: the
ground signal of the simulated events is systematically
smaller than the ground signal in the recorded events.
Elucidating the nature of the discrepancy is the motiva-
tion for the present study.

The data we use for this study are the 411 hybrid
events with 1018.8 < E < 1019.2 eV and zenith angle
0� � 60� recorded between 1 January 2004 and 31 De-
cember 2012, which satisfy the event quality selection
criteria in Refs. [14, 15]. We thus concentrate on a rel-
atively narrow energy range such that the mass compo-
sition changes rather little [8, 9], while having adequate
statistics. This energy range corresponds to an energy of
110 to 170 TeV in the center-of-mass reference frame of
the UHECR and air nucleon, far above the LHC energy
scale.

Figure 2 shows the ratio of S(1000), the ground signal
size at 1000 m from the shower core [2], for the events in
our sample relative to that predicted for simulated events
with matching zenith angle, depth-of-shower-maximum
(Xmax) and calorimetric FD energy, for QGSJet-II-04 [3]
and EPOS-LHC [5]. For each HEG, the analysis is done
using the composition mix which reproduces the observed
Xmax distribution [8, 9]; we also show the result for pure
protons for comparison. The discrepancy between a mea-
sured and simulated S(1000) evident in Fig. 2 is striking,
at all angles and for both HEGs, and for both the mixed
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FIG. 2. The average ratio of S(1000) for observed and simu-
lated events as a function of zenith angle, for mixed or pure
proton compositions.

composition and pure proton cases.
The zenith angle dependence of the discrepancy is the

key to allowing RE and Rhad to be separated. As seen in
Fig. 3, the ground signal from the hadronic component is
roughly independent of zenith angle, whereas that of the
EM component falls with sec(✓), so that to reproduce
the rise seen in Fig. 2, the hadronic component must
be increased with little or no modification of the EM
component. This will be quantified below.
The analysis relies on there being no significant zenith-

angle-dependent bias in the determination of the SD and
FD signals. The accuracy of the detector simulations as a
function of zenith angle in the 0��60� range of the study
here, and hence the absence of a zenith angle dependent
bias in the SD reconstruction, has been extensively val-
idated with muon test data [16]. The absence of zenith
angle dependence in the normalization of the FD signal
follows from the zenith angle independence of EFD/ESD

of individual hybrid events.

PRODUCTION OF SIMULATED EVENTS

The first step of the analysis is to generate a set
of Monte Carlo (MC) events, to find simulated events
matching the LPs of the data events. The MC air-shower
simulations are performed using the SENECA simulation
code [17], with FLUKA [19] as the low-energy HEG. Sim-
ulation of the surface detector response is performed with
GEANT4 [20] within the software framework O↵line [21]
of the Auger Observatory. We produce showers match-
ing each data event, with both HEGs and for all four
primary cosmic-ray types (proton, helium, nitrogen, and
iron nuclei), as follows:
• Repeatedly generate showers with the measured ge-
ometry and calorimetric energy of the given data event,
reconstructing the LP and determining the Xmax value
until 12 showers having the same Xmax value as the real

arXiv:1610.08509

contains	more	muons	than	expected	from	simula5ons

➢	Hadronic	component	of	showers											

109.8 < E/GeV < 1010.2with

➢	Hints	in	ALICE	data
arXiv:1606.07424



PDFs and Forward Charm Production 
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HOW BIG DOES THE DETECTOR HAVE TO BE?

• The opening angle is 0.2 mrad (h ~ 9); cf. 
the moon (7 mrad). Most of the signal 
passes through 1 sheet of paper at 480 m.

• TeV dark photons (or any other new 
particles produced in p, h, K, D, B decay) 
are far more collimated than shown below, 
motivating a new, small, fast, cheap 
experiment at the LHC.

250 MeV
1 TeV

12 cm
480 m

• Momentum:

• Space:

➢	Neutrinos	above	1	TeV	are	mainly	produced	in	charm	hadron	decays	
➢	Produc5on	of	charm	quarks	dominated	by	gluon	fusion

➢	FLArE		measurements	of	neutrino	flux		can	probe
both	very	high-x	and	very	low-x	regions	of	colliding	protons

➢	Gluon	recombina5on			
<latexit sha1_base64="2F2kODNt23WwlzLCgIyAsFpZKTE=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2Wmaq27ohuXFewD26Fk0nQamskMSUYoQ//CjQtF3Po37vwb0+kIKnogcDjnXnLP8SLOlLbtDyu3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf32iqMJaEtEvJQdj2sKGeCtjTTnHYjSXHgcdrxJldzv3NPpWKhuNXTiLoB9gUbMYK1ke7KPvL7OkT+8aBYsitntnNRO0F2xU6RkrpTrSMnU0qQoTkovveHIYkDKjThWKmeY0faTbDUjHA6K/RjRSNMJtinPUMFDqhyk/TiGToyyhCNQmme0ChVv28kOFBqGnhmMsB6rH57c/EvrxfrUd1NmIhiTQVZfDSKOTIZ5/HRkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok1JBVPCV1L0P2lXK06t4tyclhqXWR15OIBDKIMD59CAa2hCCwgIeIAneLaU9Wi9WK+L0ZyV7ezDD1hvn15SkBQ=</latexit>

(gg ! g) is	expected	to	be	relevante	for		
<latexit sha1_base64="y5/D83N7jW/coyF55Gce+zPZhEQ=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQ3Dpmqbd0V3bisYB/QTksmzbShycyQZNQy9D/cuFDErf/izr8xnY6gogcuHM65l3vv8SLOlEbow1pYXFpeWc2t5dc3Nre2Czu7TRXGktAGCXko2x5WlLOANjTTnLYjSbHwOG1548uZ37qlUrEwuNGTiLoCDwPmM4K1kXr3sKuYgA7qJceVab9QRPYZcs7LJxDZKEVKqk6pCp1MKYIM9X7hvTsISSxooAnHSnUcFGk3wVIzwuk0340VjTAZ4yHtGBpgQZWbpFdP4aFRBtAPpalAw1T9PpFgodREeKZTYD1Sv72Z+JfXibVfdRMWRLGmAZkv8mMOdQhnEcABk5RoPjEEE8nMrZCMsMREm6DyJoSvT+H/pFmynbLtXJ8WaxdZHDmwDw7AEXBABdTAFaiDBiBAggfwBJ6tO+vRerFe560LVjazB37AevsENMiRrw==</latexit>

x ⇠ 10�7

and	would	tame	growth	of	gluon	PDF	in	this	region



Take Home Message
Hidden Sector New Physics

• New Physics can be explored at Intensity Frontier experiments 
• Complementarity with the Energy Frontier experiments 

6ICNFP2020Th. Lagouri 

➢	Next breakthrough in particle physics is likely to involve long-lived particles 

➢	FPF experiments operating at the HL-LHC will be sensitive to             
 unexplored phase space for broad range of LLP hidden sector physics 

➢	FPF neutrino measurements will improve  modeling of high-energy hadronic interactions  
and help to reduce uncertainties in air shower measurements 

Energy Frontier

Intensity Frontier
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Figure 2: The Forward Physics Facility will probe topics that span multiple frontiers, including
new particles, neutrinos, dark matter, QCD, and astroparticle physics.

Physics Beyond the Standard Model The FPF will allow tests of a wide variety of theories of
physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM), explaining outstanding questions such as the hierarchy
problem, neutrino masses, the nature of dark matter, inflation, and the matter-antimatter asym-
metry of the universe. New particles and forces can be detected at the FPF in di↵erent ways. Many
theories feature light, weakly-coupled particles that have lifetimes long enough to be produced at
the ATLAS IP and subsequently decay within FPF detectors, like FASER2. Alternatively, DM par-
ticles may scatter inside a dense detector like Advanced SND, FASER⌫2, or FLArE and produce
visible signatures. Both electron and nuclear scattering are possible. Finally, some models have
new states, for example, millicharged particles, which would leave non-standard energy deposits in
detectors. Such particles could be observed at FORMOSA and possibly other detectors.

Searches for new heavy particles benefit from the unparalleled energies at the LHC, and the FPF
will provide leading sensitivities if such states are preferentially produced in the forward direction,
as in the case of quirks. Searches for light states may also be enhanced at the energy frontier,
as they are produced with very high boosts, allowing probes of shorter lifetimes, or through rare
B decays and similar processes that are much less common at other facilities. These capabilities
result in unique projected sensitivities in many BSM models that surpass current, or even future
expected, limits.

Quantum Chromodynamics The FPF has the promising potential to probe our understanding
of the strong interactions as well as of proton and nuclear structure. It will be sensitive to the very
forward production of light hadrons and charmed mesons, providing access to both the very low-x

Subir's	highlight	talk:	FPF	Connec5on	to	Astro-Par5cle	Physics

Forward	Physics	Facility	Theory	Workshop

September	19,	14:30	(CERN	5me	zone)		






